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1997 Deborah Butterfield, *Democrat*, 1995


1998 Brad Rude, *Coming Home*, 1993


1999 Toshio Shibata, *Gibson Dam, Lewis and Clark County, MT*, 1996

2000 Akio Takamori, *Girl in Jumper* (left), *Small Boy* (center), and *Boy With Hands in Pockets* (right), 1999

2000 Randy Hayes, *Counter, China*, 1999

2000 Guy Anderson, *Blue Figure Over the Sea*, 1980

2001 Morris Graves, *Young Gander*, 1955

2002 Mark Tobey, *Remembrance in Light*, 1942
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2004 Sonja Blomdahl, Citrus Amber, 2002

2004 Viola Frey, Standing Woman I, 2003


2005 Geoff Krueger, Shotgun, 2002

2005 John Grade, Caudex (Vertical), 2004

2005 Charles Gill, Dancing Practice, 2004
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2007 Laura McPhee, *Understory Flareups, Fourth of July Creek, Valley Road Wildfire, Custer County, Idaho*, 2005


2008 Michael Brophy, *Beaver Trade*, 2002
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- **2008** Rudy Kovacs, *Oaxaca Memories #5*, 2007
- **2008** Todd Hido, *Untitled #6097 (Palouse Series)*, 2006
- **2008** Katy Stone, *Edge of a World (Wind)*, 2007
- **2009** Shoji Hamada, *Tenmoku and Kaki Glazed Plate #36*, c. 1955-70
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2010 Dennis Gallagher, *Untitled, Maquette #1*, 1987 (CF funded shipping for Gallagher works)


2010 Dennis Gallagher, *Untitled Platters (3)*, 1991
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2011 Christine Raymond, *Color of Possibility*, 2010

2011 Adam Sorensen, *Flusskeller*, 2010


2011 William Givler, *Teton Winter (37)*, 1960s

2012 Mark Tobey, *Untitled*, 1966
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2012 George Tsutakawa, Reflection, 1959

2012 William Ivey, Untitled, 1981

2013 Lisa Kokin, Lost River, 2011

2013 Robert McCauley, Well, 2012

2013 Brad Rude, A World Beyond, 2000
(CF funded shipping and installation)

2013 Jonathan Hexner, Buck #41, 2010
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2014 Anna Fidler, *Evelin*, 2013


2016 Richard C. Elliott, *Full View #5*, 2006-07

2016 Paul Vexler, *Cobra with Squiggle*, 2015